
 

 

Visual Components 4.6 Release Notes – 23/11/2022 
 

New Features 
A short overview of what is new. 

ABB Robot Connection 

The Connectivity add-on now supports direct communication with an ABB robot controller. This 

includes ABB IRC 5 and OmniCore controllers. You can connect Visual Components to a physical 

controller or virtual one, such as a virtual controller running in ABB RobotStudio. The connection 

allows the exchange of axis values and digital inputs and outputs during a simulation. For example, 

the connected controller can execute a RAPID program and drive the robot in a Visual Components 

simulation and send and receive updates to signals. 

  
With the connection, be aware the axis values of the controller are read-only, whereas the digital IO 
and other signals might support read and write actions. In addition, a connection to RobotStudio 
requires it to be installed on the same PC as Visual Components. If connecting to a real controller, 
the PC with Visual Components would either need RobotStudio or additional libraries from the ABB 
PC SDK. 
 

Process Modeling Improvements 

VC 4.5 introduced new features for users to control the flow of products in process modeling. One of 
those new features is the “All in any order” flow step mode. It is used to ensure that a product 
entering step must visit all processes in the step before continuing to the next step. Feedback from 
users revealed that utilizing this feature can easily lead to a deadlock in the flow of products. 

A couple of solutions were introduced in 4.6 to process modeling to mitigate deadlock situations, a) 
introduction of explicit buffer steps with manual flow control and b) introduction of implicit buffer 
steps with automatic flow control.  

FBX Exporter 
FBX Exporter gives the user the possibility to export the geometry and the forward kinematics of the 
components in FBX (Filmbox) format. The user can select a single component or a layout to export. If 
any of the component exported has a set of non-fixed joints, the Forward Kinematic chain will be 
exported.  

Additionally, we have included support to export the limits of the joints, as well as the skeleton of 

the models. 

Enabling and Disabling Statements 
Robot statements as well as process modeling statements now have an IsEnabled property. This 

property allows you to disable the statement to avoid it from being executed during the simulation. 

This is useful for debugging and testing purposes since workarounds to avoid statement execution 

are no longer needed. A keyboard shortcut and command have also been added to quickly toggle 

the IsEnabled property. Be aware IsEnabled cannot be changed while the simulation is running. 



 

Measurement tool in 3D mode – VC Experience 

Previously introduced on VC Experience 1.6 as a VR only option, the measurement tool is now 

available also in Desktop mode. The measurement tool allows users to verify the dimensions of 

objects in the scene with few couple of clicks. 

Rendering Improvements in VC Experience 

Soft shadows are enabled in VC Experience to add realism to the animation. 

Drawing Improvements 

Icons and images can be added to and exported with technical drawings. Be aware this requires 

using API. 

Other Improvements 
A recap of other work done including features requested via Visual Components support. Be aware 

that Visual Components 4.6 supports remote desktop connection. 

ID Description 

14751 to 
14754 

Support KUKA RCS services for BBRA and safe monitoring 

16459 Properties panels for Connectivity plugin are configurable, includes SDK example 

17455 Updated Japanese translation for Translational Follower joint type 

17631 Updated OPC UA client 

 

Bug Fixes 
A recap of bug fixes including those reported to Visual Components support. 

ID Description 

1571 Long file names overflow the file name field 

9040 
Using a distribution product property to set PT template component property doesn't 
work with changeType or copied PTs 

9297 Connectivity tab is no longer displayed when the add-on is disabled 

9670 Exception does not occur when clearing layout in Connectivity context 

10677 Exception does not occur when opening/saving layout in Connectivity context 

11988 Vector property value now updates based on the defined magnitude and units 

11994 VC Experience settings are not persisting 

12280 Animation playback in VC Experience is not similar to real animation in VC 

12790 Experience 1.6 Problems (dynamic products not visible in 1x speed / animation jams) 

12849 Experience 1.6 animation jams when dragging the animation slider back and forwards 
several times 

12879 VCAX file size grows unusable if layout has many dynamic components 

12956 Fixed issue causing height resets when teleporting 

13184 Layout name encoding not supported on Visual Components Experience 1.6.0 

13295 Caused issue causing lags in animation in VC Experience 

14118 Reduced trackpad dead zone,  

14404 Fixed issue causing some objects to disappear 

14525 Camera animation laggy in VC Experience when recording at high simulation speed 

14703 VC Text Material changes to default after the first animation run. 



 

14902 Scrolling browser element jumps to top pf page when scrolling 

14920 Default material lost when layout is cleared when using streaming 

14921 Clear layout breaks streaming on VC Experience 

14947 Transport node without a connected component container not printing an error 

15182 The feeder creates extra products in some random place 

15340 PM Expressions - AssemblyProductType not working 

15443 Mobile version missing OS Top bar (battery, signal/wifi, clock, etc) on Portrait orientation 

15487 Experience - Grip binding issue on HTV Vive Cosmos 

15658 Long names in drop down menu use the wrong space 

15700 Fixed issue where opening a VCAX file would result in an empty scene 

15920 Fixed issue causing VCAX file not to load when containing empty meshes 

15977 Experience VR. The Experience app frozen in process of app launching for VR mode 

16421 FlowStep properties are not copied on copy-paste operation 

16448 Fixed issue causing VCAX animation to stop at certain time 

16534 PM statements are disabled after selecting robot in 3D world 

16588 Exception in 4.5 when simulation starts 

16608 Speed drop menu impossible to select by triangle 

16694 
GetFlowStep in "Flow Sequence Process Group" mode does not allow "ProcessGroup" 
property to be "Null" 

16754 PM Visit once - exception with inline editing of maxvisitcount 

16755 PM Visit once - Visit limit properties get cleared when moved in flow editor 

16772 Fixed floor rendering issue in VR 

16917 Exception does not occur when selecting position frame while using KUKA OLP 

16983 GetFlowStep returns one entry to flowInfo even list of instances given 

16984 GetFlowInfo statement causes crash when AssemblyOrder object passed 

17288 Fixed crash when Frame Label Size is too big of a value 

17306 Flow Editor: Duplicate Flow Group doesn't perform a deep clone of step process config 

17526 RetainVisitCount doesn´t work with change type 

17595 First flow step is never added by selecting the label while creating a flow. 

17748 IComponentMemento.SaveState does not break the event subscriptions of a cloned 
component 

17770 Duplicate entries in third-party lists removed 

 
 


